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Ancient India recognised the supreme value of education in human life.
-rhe ancient thinkers felt that a healthy society was not possible without
educated individuals. They framed the educational set up carefully,
wisely aiming at the harmonius development of the mind and body of
students. What they framed was a very liberal, all round education of a
very high standard, calculated to prepare the students for a useful life in
the state, as a worthy citizen. This is essentially a universally applicable
educational framework highlighting the purpose of human life and
interconnectedness at all levels of existence as a basis of human values. Thus the objective of
education was not merely to prepare the studentto earn a livelihood, but also to infuse him
with a strong desireto lead a good and virtuous life.
In the hustle bustle oftoday's life we seem to have deviated from this, not only emphasising
lito earn a livelihood" but also to get "good" marks. There is a need to correctthis, keeping a

balance betweentoday's environment and the old school ofthought.
TheJune 2007 edition of Beyond Classroom is broughttoyou by the efforts of MrsTina Datta,
Ms Monia Beri and Mrs. Tania Chakraborty. Theirwork sets the standards forfuture issues.

Brij Bhushan Singh

F
The Passion Quotient
/I

I shall never be satisfied until I play on this ground." He not only played there

but created history. He is non other than Sir Don Bradman. He was passionate
about his game] his dream and he became avery successful cricketer.
Passion is a foundation for Success. It is often seen that in spite of Knowledge,
Skill a nd Positive Attitude one fails to be successful. This is because they are not
passionate enough to be successful in life.
One must develop passion for their work. There is a big difference between
people who just work mechanically and one who works passionately.
Passionate people are high achievers and self-driven, motivated and innovative. Passionate
people are not easily discouraged in adverse situations. Intense passion gives them inner
strength to complete a task and achieve the targeted goal. Our history is full of examples of such
passionate people like Mahatma Gandhi] Mother Teresa and Sudha Chandran.
Thus "Counting Your Chickens before they Hatch" is believing passionately that I can do ..." It is
1/

the Guru Mantra for all those who wish to change their dreams into a Reality.
ThankYou

Mridula Nagar
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Impact of Science on our Life
The last century ofthe millenium has seen man, make gigantic strides in the field of science
and technology. He has not only been able to explore the universe, by sending manned and unmanned
spacecrafts to space, the Moon or Mars but has also been able to command and control the forces of
nature.
Science has helped reduce considerably, the time and distance involved in travelling,
making the world today more accessible. We have super sonic planes take us around the world in a
couple of hours. While just a century ago ittook months oryears to accomplish this feat. We also have a
new generation of cars, trainsetcthat makes ourtravellingtroublefree.
Gone are the days, when we waited anxiously for the news of our near and dear ones. The
advent of satellite communication, cellular and trunk line communication enable us to access our
friends even across continents in a flick of a second. The world has indeed become one global village
with the freeflowofcommunication.No longer are we at the mercy of such dreadful and incurable
diseases like cancer and cardiac disease. These can be effectively curbed now while other contagious
epidemics like plague, cholera have been effectivelywiped outfromthefaceofearth.
Giantstrides have been made intheform and quality of education. We have today large
numberofworld classinstitutionsthatarechurningouttop professionals.Life is no longer a drab
schedule of routine activities. We have today radio, television and internet. They not only provide
instant news, but also have revolutionised the concept of entertainment, by making it more interactive
and responsive.
The world today is undoubtedly a better place to live in and we owe itto science for making it
even better. So all this has not only changed our lifestyle, but also changed the way we think, talk and
express ourselves.
Harshit Kumar
Class IX- A

A memorable learning trip to Asansol.
Prateek Bohra, Priyanka Yadav, Harshit Doshi and I accompanied by two of our teachers- Mr. Ranjit
Bhattacharjee and Mrs. Sonia Bakshi went for the Frank Anthony All-India Inter School Debate Competition
2007 which was held at St.Vincent's High and Technical School in Asansol.Of the four of us it was ultimately
decided that Harshit and myself would represent our school. The topic forthe debate was: "Teenagers in India
today are losing out on the joys of child hood". Harshit spoke for the motion while I spoke against it. We took
the Shatabdi Express from Howrah station and reached the school by 9:30 am. The debate started at 10:30
am. From 10:30 am to 11:30 am, all the participants were asked to prepare themselves in the library. We had
seven schools participating there. Every speaker was allowed to speak for four minutes and then two minutes
were allotted for rebuttals. The participants did not hold back anything and spoke zealously with fu II gusto.
After two hours, the debate came to an end with the announcement of the winners. There were team prizes
as well as individual prizes. There were some big names participating like St. Xavier's School from Purulia,
Loreto Convent from Asansol and Auxilium Convent School from Dum Dum, and so you can well imagine how
overjoyed I was when my name was announced as the First Runner Up Speaker in the individual Speaker
Category. However, more than winning or losing, the debate was both a learning as well as a thoroughly
enjoyable experience.
Shailee Shah
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AStar Rises from Bhawanipur
A fresh vibra nt cricketing ta lent, who is a solid prospect for the nea r future
is Nishant Dave of the ICSE Batch of 2007 from The Bhawanipur Gujarati
Education Society School.
Nishant's odyssey with cricket started very early at the tender age of six
after being mesmerised by Sachin Tendulkar's performance in 1996 World
Cup. He learnt the basics atthe Sambaran Cricket Academy for a couple of
years. He has represented his school in various Inter-School Cricket
Tournaments. He has participated in the Brijesh Patel Cricket Academy
Bangalore for four consecutive years (2003 2006). He has participated in
the Lay's Challenge Cup (2004 & 2005) and has played in the CAB 95 , 110
poi nts category tou rnaments.
Last year his performance in the CAB U-19 School Cricket Tournament saw
him cement his pedigree as a match winner. Nishant recently represented
the West Bengal Cricket Team at the U-16 Level in which he guided his
team to the Semi-Finals ofthe 52nd National School Games ( U-16 Cricket)
held at New Delhi. Other notable achievements include his winning the award for The Most Promising
Cricketer in the Motivation Cup Cricket Tournament ( U-16) in February 2006 and his bagging the Man of
the Series award inthe 20-20 Cup CricketTornament U-17 organised by Pal and Chetterjee Cricket Academy
in March 2006. Presently, he is being trained and guided by our Sports Teacher, Mr. Kuntak Gupta and the
latter needless to say has supreme faith in Nishant's abilities.
So a star called Nishant has truly risen from Bhawanipur and the firmament of Indian Cricket needs such a
star.

Mr.Ranjit Bhattacharjee

Let us come out of stress
because life is a bless.
Let us come out of boredom
because life is wholesome.
Let us come out of the mad rush,
because life is replete with colours to splash.
Let us come out of jealousy,
because life is full of ecstasy.
Let us be poised,
because life is all about being balanced.
Let us be a confidant,
because that makes us elegant.
Hold your breathfeel the sweet fragrance of life,
because WE have ONLY one Life!

Ms Baishali Dutt

Wandering a field
With no flowers around
Gazing at the sky
And no birds seem to be there
Strangely silence sighs
Stroking stolen sounds
And I think
What this world would be like
With no children around
Without their livesome laughter,
Without their incandescent innocence,
Without their playful pranks,
Without their tell tale tantrums,
Without themThe world would lose its sight.
And the day would simply be night
And the hope for better tomorrow
Would die.

Mrs.Nandini Dasgupta
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The Annual Function - The Magic of Imagination
.Kalamandir. January 25,2007. A few moments remained before the curtains would rise for the much
awaited mega event The Annual Function. The knot in the stomach was palpable. It was going to be the
culmination of days of practice and run-throughs. Like all teachers, I couldn't help feeling more than a
little nervous. However, I needn't have worried. When it all began, a little after half past ten, I was totally
captivated by the rich pageant which unfolded before us. After the last curtain call was over, I was filled
with a sense of elation. I wanted to shout from every proverbial rooftop: "We have done it! ".
Indeed we had, and the operative word here is 'we'. The thumping success of The Annual Function was the
result of 3 C's- collaboration, cooperation and of course, constructive criticism. Students and teachers
had worked hard and more importantly creatively for days to bring to fruition the mega event. All this was
overseen and critically evaluated by the authorities namely, our Deputy Headmistress and our
Headmaster. Ultimately, the buck stopped with the Headmaster. Like a master artist engrossed in his work,
adding a deft stroke here and some retouching elsewhere, our Headmaster took great pains to give final
shape and form to the whole show.
Now for the show itself. The ball was set rolling with the customary introductions by the Head Boy and the
Head Girl. The Central Committee members were kind enough to grace the occasion in full strength. Sri
Mangal Das Bhai Sanghavi, the President of our Society was the Chief Guest.
The Function proper was a melange of song, dance and drama woven around the broad theme of
Imagination. The Welcome Song was rendered by the Barna Parichay children, who are the less privileged
children taken under the loving care ofthe School. This led to "Bholaram Ka Jeev" a sharp social satire in
Hindi, clothed in the robes offantasy.
Three song and dance items- "Ek Hi Aim", "0 Raat Ka Taara" and "Kayda Kayda" followed in quick
succession and mesmerised the audience with their riot of colour and

beautiful choreography. Then

came "Imagination", a seriocomic English play which focused on the joyless mechanical present day
school and society with a dash of imagination, and this too was interspersed by bursts of song and dance
numbers "We don't need no education", " I want to break free
incorporated two Dance Dramas namely,

II

Jungle Book" and

It

It

and" I am Alive". The English play

Kalpana aar ek roop" .ItJungle Book" was

delightfully performed by the junior kids and had two song and dance routines" Jungle jungle baat chali
he pata chalahe" and Happy Day".
II

/I

Kalpana aar ek roop" - was a Bengali play with its focus on the monochromatic, monotonous life of

students well after school hours. As many as four song and dance numbers carried forward the narrative
ItDakche aakash", "Cholo Niyom mote", Daktar bolche calcium ta kom" and

II

Singh nei tobu naam taar

Singho" . The last mentioned Le, ItSingh nei tobu naam taar Singhol! was a rollicking foot-tapping
electrifying event in itself with funky choreography and it got the crowd absolutely delirious.
paSSionately rendered

It

The

Kasumbi No Rang" afterwards, enthralled one and all. In the end there were two

curtain calls one by the students and the other by the teachers.
There were two interesting highlights of the Function. The first was the fact that the Function saw the
active participation of about 500 students with 94 students working offstage. Secondly, every aspect of
the Function was solely managed by the students. Along with other teachers, I took a back seat and
thoroughly enjoyed the Function with the rest of the audience. The magic was unleashed once again on
the same day as there was another show at half pastfive in the evening .
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"NO" is nothing,
The reason of your loss,
The limit to your thoughts,
A limit you must cross.
"NO" is a mistake,
Bringing a halt to your dreams,
It makes your life worthless
And meaningless as it seems.
"NO" is a burden
Making life a nightmare,
It gives you sorrow undefined;
A sorrow no one will share.
"NO" is a disaster,
Does it ever do you any good?
You lose a chance life gives you,
Get deprived of man-hood.
Now you have been enlightened,
Step into life's new bend.
It's time to answer it's call, my friend ...

Looking back on happy moments,
The laughter and the fun.
Every little thing you taught me;
The happy things we've done.
I stop to think how lucky
I really was, to find
The guide that you've been to me.
The true and loving kind,
I've asked the birds to sing for you
And the clouds to stay away,
The Sun to shine its golden rays,
Today and everyday.
I've asked the fairy to visit you,
I gave her your address.
There is only one thing left to do
I wish you "HAPPINESS" - all through.

Shailee Shab X-B

My shadow is my companion,
He goes everywhere I go.
He tries to copy my every action,
He is neither fast nor slow.
My shadow is with me during bright daylight,
My shadow sometimes grows taller,
sometimes shorter,
My shadow is afraid of the dark night,
And vanishes as soon as the day is over!
But yet again he comes back to me,
As soon as there is bright sunlight.
Nobody can catch the shadow of mine,
For he is very brave in daylight.
My shadow is my companion,
He goes everywhere I go.
He tries to copy my every action,
He is neither fast nor slow.

Ishani Doshi VI-B

I) Laughter and tears; fun and sorrow;
Forget the past, think of tomorrow.
So many dreams to fulfill,
Yet a few ill desires to kill.
Achievement may be big or small;
but remember love is the greatest of all.
Deeds are ours, blessings are His;
Sorrows are ours, Happiness He brings.
So fill the world with love and happiness,
And forever remember, thatthis is the oath of togetherness.

II) An arrow can be sent to its target only by
dragging it backwards.
So when life's problems are dragging you
back, that means, its going to launch you into
"VICTORY"

Prateek Tibrewal X-A

Exams are near
My heart is full of fear.
Oh! God, what will I do in the
examination?
Please solve my confusion.

When asked what forgiveness is,
A little girl gave this answerForgiveness is the sweet fragrance
That flowers give out
when they are crushed.

Md. Nadiln VI-B
Drasti

Mori V-B

Divya Kataria X-B

Losing is easy 
Winning is hard.
Talking is easy 
Listening is hard.
Watching T.V. is easy 
Reading is hard.
Giving advice is easy - Taking
advice is hard.
Telling a secret is easy - Keeping a
secret is hard.
Drasti -"lori

\'-B
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In a few days time, we say "Good-bye"
To students of Class X, to whom everyday we would say "Hi!"
The ten years that they spent in the school,
They had a grand time, and also played the fool!
Some were jolly and some were caring,
But they an enjoyed, when in class anyone was caught snoring!
They took life easy and had great fun,
They challenged the teachers and made everybody run.
They loved the school and thought it was their own,
But when they were punished, they would break every door.
We feel sorry for them, now that they are leaving,
But we wish them a happy life and not waste time in sleeping.
We do not know if we will ever meet
But to talk to them and watch them was a treat.
Others like them had their own unique features,
They fought with one another, but respected their teachers.
No more will there be shouting, no more will there be noise.
Because they have gone, all those Class X boys.
Although we miss them each and everyone,
We can never forget those happy days of frolic and fun.
We will not get another such happy-go-lucky batch,
Losing them was like losing a cricket match.
Megha Agarwal X-A

Life is full ofjoys and sorrows,
It shows a different stage in all the tomorrows!
We are taught a different lesson in
all the pages of Life's book;
It is up to us what advantages
of Life's opportunities we took.
Life is like a competition in which,
We are the contestants, and our deeds are the judges.
The one who wins the competition of his life,
Is the one whose deeds can influence other's Life!
Life's game is won by the one who strives,
Self-confidence is the key by which success strikes!
One should never forget,
a dark and scary night is always
followed by the rays of sunlight.
Life is full ofjoys and sorrows,
It shows a different stage in all the tomorrows!

Prateek Tibrewal X-A

If I were a flower, which had honey,
Then throughout the year I would be happy.
Singing all the day long,
Also hearing the Nightingale's song.
I would show my petals proudly to my friends,
And they would say, "It would all come to an end."
The butterfly coming and sucking my nectar;
And I would be very pleased, to talk with her.
Bees would come to take my honey,
But I would not give it to them, without any money.
I would have fun talking to the grass,
Who were going to be cut, in a few hours.
When winter will come, it would
Be very difficult for me to stay.
But I would be very happy, during the day!
Oh! How lovely to be like a flower,
and to live amongst them for hours together.

Yadav X-A
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Famous proverbs and quotations state or estab lish the fact that "The world is a strange place" and "Truth is stranger
than fiction". We are unaware ofthe things happening around us day by day in our life. The person who discovers
the fact behind the fiction becomes famous. Otherwise, it remains as a dark myth or legend. Nowadays with the
help ofmodern technology and progressive science mankind has turned many a fiction into fact. But many things
still remain unknown, unseen, unread, undiscovered and uncharted. Let us suppose that in the coming years man
will take another leap in the path of unfolding the tens and thousands of mysteries that mystify, spellbound and
challenge the rational human-kind.
Talking about fiction the name does not only mean scientifIc stories, comic characters, detectives or even ghosts
and phantoms. It is a feeling or sensation of the mind, which enables one to drift away from reality and fmd his
place in the world created by oneself, where he is the king, almighty, the supreme power. His world moves
according to his wishes. But unfortunately these words existed in fairy tales and legends. Such obscure
imaginations can never be accepted by the rational mind- a mind which seeks the truth behind every fiction, all the
myths and everything that has no realistic base. But then also, the fictional stories are much read and liked by the
people, fictional films are much enjoyed by the people and lastly, fictional dreams are dreamt by all. Thus, we see
that the world offictions and imaginations are much more lively, more beautiful, more peaceful and enjoyable than
the world of reality where pollution, corruption, war and other vices are prevalent. As already said, that
imagination and fantasy are pure. What if a child or a student, like me, is bestowed with the power of realizing
dreams and imaginations? It would be like a dream come true.
Priyanka Yadav XA

Why do we forget that we
Humans are made out of clay?
Why do we seem to think,
On this earth we can have immortal stay?
Nature gifts some humans with brilliance,
But it is the nature that
Makes or mars a person
Nobody is good or bad
It is his thinking and the surroundings
that make him so.
Why do we forget that we,
Humans are bound to make mistakes
If not so, how is it,
Different from Him we are made.
The day when we start believing, we are the best,
The day we will think,
we are better than the rest
That day we shall see our downfall approaching
Because from that day onwards
Our efforts shall take a rest.
Always it is found easy,
To judge between a wrong and a right path
But we, humans should follow,
The better out of two rights paths
In order to achieve,
The best out of mortal life!
Prateek Tibrewal X-A

• Which is the most dangerous city?

Electricity

• Which is the longest way?

Railway

• Which is the longest land?

England

• Which is the biggest pan?

Japan

• Which is the longest plane?

Aero plane

• Which is the strangest eating table?
• Which is the best ice?

Vegetable
Rice

• Which is the largest mystery?

Chemistry

• Which bus discovered a continent?

Columbus

• Which is the strangest rope?

Europe

• Which is the strangest gate?

Colgate

• Which is the largest net?

Planet

• Which is the largest tile?

Reptile

• Which is the hardest action?
• Which is the biggest pain?

Reaction
Spain

Rohan Nathwani VI-A
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GodWon'tAsk
God won't ask what car you drove. He'll ask how many people
you drove who didn't have transportation.
God won't ask the sqaure footage of your house; He'll ask how many people
You welcomed into your home.
God won't ask about the clothes you had in your closet; He'll ask how
many you helped to clothe.
God won't ask what your highest salary was; He'll ask if you compromised
your character to obtain it.
God won't ask what your job title was; He'll ask if you performed your job
to the best of our ability.
God won't ask how many friends you had; He'll ask many people to whom
you were a friend.
God won't ask in what neighbourhood you lived; He'll ask how you
treated your neighbours.
God won't ask about the colour of your skin; He'll ask about the
Content of your character.
God won't ask why it took you so long to seek Salvation; He'll lovingly take
You to your mansion in heaven and not the gates of Hell.

Once a boy whose name was Tommy Hood,

India is my Mother land

who lived in the wood.

I love my Mother land

Everyday he liked to eat a cake,
which his mother everyday baked.

Because of its beauty
Being rich in scholars
Because it is rich in natural resources

He was very fat and chubby.

Because it has unity in diversity

The cheeks he had were very ruddy.

Because of its name and fame abroad

One day he was very sad,

Because of its age old culture and heritage

As his mother didn't give a cake to this lad.

I take pride in re-affirming

After that he never ate a cake,

India is my Mother land.

which his mother everyday baked.

Bhumi Gathani

VIA
Dhaval M. Desai
VIA
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FRANK ANTHONY SCHOOL DEBATE HELD IN BGESS
The Frank Anthony Inter-School Debate Competition was organised in The Bhawanipur Gujarat
Education Society School on 27th April 2007. The students organized everything with the help of the
guidelines given by the teachers. Fourteen schools participated in this debate which was held on an all India
basis. It was a rare honour and privilege for our school to host the debate for the first time. The debate started
sharp at 10:30am and continued till 12:30pm. It was a close competition among all the participating
schools. The debate was very interesting as the topic was "Teenagers in India today are losing the joys of
childhood". After the result was declared our headmaster gave mementoes to the judges and the chairpeson
The participants and the teachers of the participating schools along with the judges and chairperson were
invited to lunch in the school premises. I can say that the debate was well organized and the effort ofeach and
everyone made the debate successful.

SABA NAAZ AHMED

Brain - Prime Minister
Head - Education Minister
Heart - Home Minister
Lung - Finance Minister
Skin - Defense Minister
Feet - Transport Minister
Eyes - Law Minister
Ears - Communication Minister
Nose - Health Minister
Teeth - Industries Minister
Hand - Labour Minister

Class XA

Though my troubles and my worries
Are sometimes all that I can see
Still always I must remember
Life's not only about me.
Other souls are so hurting
And I know that it is God's plan
To reach to help another
To extend to them my hand

Jashan Kaur VI-B

With this purpose my focus
To be a comfort to a friend

December says bye
November says joy
October says festival
September is terminal
August is for Independence
July is spent with friends
June is a melodious tune
May is a pretty moon
April brings vacation
March has examination
February never fully becomes
January is always welcomed.

All my troubles and my worries
Seem to fade out in the end.
It is one of God's true lessons,

How life's walk is meant to be:
"Tue happiness I find
Life's not only about ME"
Digna Kothari - XB

Riya Sahay V1B
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Teachers are like potters, we are the clay.
They do their best to shape us, night and day.
They teach us the purpose of life
And how to overcome the time of strife
They tell us "with joy you'll be blessed
And sorrow will be less
If you only learn to share
With your family, friends and those who care"
Priyanka Matalia VII I-A

There is a rainbow in the sky;
Do you know how it came by?
Drops of water absorbed by the sunlight;
And gave the sky this pretty sight;
Seven colors can be seen;
Red, yellow and a lovely Green;
Violet, Indigo and blue.
There is a streak of Orange too.
Pooja Patel VI-A

Sports is fun, Cricket is number one.
Football could be the best
But cricket beats the best
Ronaldinho plays his game,
Dhoni gets fame.
Nadal is quick, Topolav plays his trick.
No matter how players play,
After winning, whatever they say,
Sports give me great fun ,
And I enjoy each one.
Khilen Khara VIII-A

Do you know that tall thing?
It is green and living,
It is very strong
Because it let us walk on it,
But doesn't get hurt.
It is very kind
Because it let us sit, sleep and skip on it.
It is a noun and its adjectives are
TALL and THIN,
LIVING and GREEN,
STRONG and KIND,
And so that is "GRASS".
vidhi Avlani VIII-A

There are many animals
But, not like the tiger
There are many birds
But, not like the peacock
There are many flowers
But, not like the lotus
There are many personalities
But, not like Vivekananda
There are many mountains
But, not like the Himalayas
There are many monuments
But, not like the Taj Mahal
There are many countries
But, not like India.
Xaina Yadav \'1II-A

I fine morning
In the night
2 dead boys
Got up to fight
They turned their backs
And faced each other
Took out their swords
And shot each other
2 deaf policemen
Hearing all the noise
Came to rescue
The 2 dead boys
If you don't believe it
This lie is true
Go and ask the blind man
He saw it 2.
Riya 5ahay YI-B
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Sports News
DATE

EVENT

PARTICULARS

Dec 2006

Table Tennis Singles - Boys

Parth Rupani of then VIII B won the
Tournament.

Dec 2006

U-16 Cricket Tournament
Organized by district school
Sports association in South
Kolkata

BGESS won its first match by 9 wickets
Nishant Dave scored 64runs,
Vishesh Roy scored 38runs, Dhaval Mistry
took 3 wickets.
Gave a walkover next match due to CAB
U-19 match.

Dec 2006

Pepsi CAB Inter School U-19
Cricket

BGESS won its first match versus
Tollygunj Ashoknagar Vidyapith by 41
Runs. Satish Tiwari scored 81 runs. Rishit
Mehta took 4wkts. Won its 2nd match
versus St. Josephs and Mary's by 125runs
Satish Tiwari scored 101runs. Lost its 3rd
Match to National High by 5wkts.

Dec 2006

Inter District Cricket Tournament
At the U-16 level

Nishant Dave represented South Kolkata
South Kolkata won the Tournament under
Nishant's Captaincy. He also won the man
of the series award.

Dec 2006

Inter District Cricket Tournament
at the U-14 level

Dheer Doshi represented South Kolkata
South Kolkata emerged as runnersup in
the tournament.

Jan 2007

52nd National School U-16 Cricket
At Delhi

Nishant Dave was made skipper of the
West Bengal side. West Bengal reached
the SemifinaL

Jan 2007

CAB Inter Camp U-95 points
Cricket Tournament

Akshay Dholakia, Nikunj Dholaka,
Umang Mehta played for SP CCC in the
Tournament.

Jan 2007

CAB Inter Camp U-ll Opoints
Cricket Tournament

Yash Ajmera played for
SP CCC in the Tournament.

May 2007

BPCAAll India Cricket Tournament
Under 11, under 13, under 16 was
held in Bangalore

10 students from the ICSE section and
1 student from the ISC section participated
in the Tournament.
Under 11 - Runner Up
Under 13 - Group Stage
Under 16 - Champion

""
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT OF leSE 2007 EXAMINATION
No. ofstudents appeared
No. of students passed
Highest percentage

Above 90%
80%-90%
70% -80%
60°0-:0%

83
83
100%
Numbers

Pecentage

12
32
17
14
7
1

14
39
20
17
8
1

leSE 200- : HIGHEST SCORES r-;

~"TIIYIDl.~~.u.

SUBJECT

Environmental
Education

53
73
90
98
100

Sl."'EJECTS
-'lARKS

9:

English
Second Language

Cummulative
Percentage
14

ABHISHEKAGARVv>:;.~~

RITlKA AGARWAL(Hincli)
ABHISHEKAGARWAL
SUNNY PRASAD
POOJADTOLIA

94
94

ABHISHEKAGARWAL

96

RIDDHISHDOSHI
URVASHI SURENDRA TAILOR

98
98

TUHIN JAGDISH CHOWDHURY

94

Commercial
Studies

POOJAD. TOLIA

95
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Vaishali Vagadia VIII - B
Riya Sahay VI - B

8

Harshita Patel VI - A

Chintan H. Patel VIII - A

Chintan H. Patel VIII - A

Mash Vijay VIII-A
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Event Photogra

distribution ceremony for the
achievement in Sports and Tournaments
(interhouse, interschool and interclass)
for the session 2006-07 was held on 13th!
April 2007.

Prefe~tslnvestitureCeremon;-h~ld on I
13th April '07 - The Head Girl of the·
school is being adorned with the
badge by our Deputy Headmistress
Mridula Nagar

~n 27th F~brua;Y2007 a d~tal checkup
Vv'as organise~ by our sch~ol.

An eye check up was organised by our •
school on 5th April 2007
,l

... ~
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Preparations for the Mega Event
ANNUAL FUNCTION '07

